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Abstract: This work proposes the use of a specialized algorithm based on evolutionary computation
to the global MPPT regulation of panel of thermoelectric modules connected serially in numerous
string sections. Each section of the thermovoltaic panel is equipped with local DC/DC converter
controlled by the proposed algorithm and finally this allows the optimization of the total efficiency
of conversion. Evolutionary computations adjust PWM signals of switching waveforms of DC/DC
sectional simple boost converters, which have outputs configured in parallel. It gives the chance to
obtain the highest level of electric energy harvested, i.e., thanks to boost converting operational points
precise adaptation to the system temperature profile as well as electric load level. The simulation
results of the proposed evolutionary technique confirmed the high speed of the MPPT process that
is much better than for perturbation and observation, as well as incremental conductance methods,
and it assures concurrent optimization of numerous PWM signals. Next, the work shows practical
optimization results achieved by the proposed algorithm implemented to microcontroller module
controlling the DC/DC converter during thermal to electric conversion experiment. A laboratory
thermovoltaic panel was constructed from a string of Peltier modules and radiator that assured
passive cooling. The measurements obtained once more proved the MPPT evolutionary regulation
properness and its adaptation effectiveness for different resistive test loads.

Keywords: Seebeck effect; maximal power point tracking; evolutionary computation

1. Introduction

The natural environment protection is a crucial task of present times and this radically
increases the importance of research in domains of electric energy clear production and
its saving methods. Everybody wishes to have easy access to electric energy in any place
and time, but conventional power plants cause unacceptable pollution and have limited
efficiency as well as defined electric power production and distribution possibility. In this
situation, the new techniques of wasted thermal energy harvesting and its conversion to
the electric energy are very much desired. They may reduce the mentioned inconveniences
and can be helpful in many areas, e.g., medicine [1,2], power supply to secluded places [3]
or automotive related solutions [4–6].

Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) are modules which allow the conversion of thermal
energy to the electric one in the direct way, i.e., without engaging any rotated elements,
the ones present in conventional mechanical electro-generators, turbines, so this kind of
system characterizes very high life cycle, guarantees maximal reliability, and, of course,
assures electricity in any places with zero emission of additional pollution. The main
disadvantage of the TEG system is its low efficiency of energy conversion and relatively
high cost of installation, especially for lower temperatures [7]. On the other hand, a rising
development of microelectronic technology and numerous studies on optimal utilization of
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matrices (panels) of TEGs [7–10] as well as TEG’s cells being specifically constructed [11,12]
should reduce the troubles pointed out here. The proposed work describes a thermoelectric
generator constructed from less expensive, standard Peltier modules, typically applied as
ones used for cool production. Due to the duality of Seebeck-Peltier phenomena, these
converters can be successfully applied to the electric energy production too. It should be
emphasized that the proposed solution assures the optimization of operational points of
energy conversion in local string sections. The groups of thermoelectric (TE) modules are
connected in series to increase the produced voltage before the boost operation by means
of DC/DC converter. Duty cycle coefficients of waveforms which control switching transis-
tors of simple local boost converters are, in the proposed system, determined by means
of evolutionary computation. The implemented optimization algorithm is convergent on
the square signals with pulse width modulation (PWM) levels which assure maximiza-
tion of electric power generated from the panel of thermoelectric module strings. This
specific maximal power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm corrects transistors switching
cycles durations, respectively, to the changes of load condition and operational points of
TEG module groups. References [13,14] present a general review of the MPPT known
techniques, in [15] an MPPT evolutionary technique that uses particle swarm optimization
is proposed, however in [16] there is one applying a differential evolution computational
method. It should be underlined that contrary to previously published works, which were
depicted as evolutionary MPPT methods, the version proposed here allows the optimiza-
tion of PWM signals duty cycles concurrently to all TE groups (strings) of global system.
This unique feature makes possible the establishment of the thermovoltaic panel global
optimum of operational point by respective trimming of local DC/DC converters operating
points. Besides, specific procedure of fitness determination as well as original structure of
chromosomes, dedicated method of population genetic recombination and its succession
increase algorithm convergence speed significantly. The described evolutionary technique
characterizes low computational cost and implementation capability to chip microcontroller
module, which was confirmed by laboratory measurement results achieved in the practical
example system.

Section 2 contains basic information about thermoelectric modules, and explains the
rule of electric current generation and device limitations. In Section 3, a detailed description
of the proposed solution of multistring thermoelectric panel with MPPT evolutionary
regulation is presented. Next, a simulation experiment is described in Section 4 and
convergence correctness and computation time of the proposed technique are tested. Then,
the laboratory-constructed panel and practically achieved measurements are placed in
Section 5. Final discussion and conclusions may be found in the last section.

2. Thermoelectric Module

The structure of thermoelectric converter module is illustrated in Figure 1. It consists
of several dozen semiconductor N-P junctions electrically connected in series. Temperature
gradient on opposite ceramic plates of the module causes valence electrons movement from
the hotter to the colder side, generating pairs of electron-hole that affect electric current flow
in a load circuit. Respectively to the Seebeck’s phenomena, inner electric field produced
on the semiconductor junction as well as voltage on module terminals are proportional to
temperature difference TH-TC established between layers of oppositely doped materials.
The figure of merit of thermoelectric module can be defined as [17,18]:

ZT = α2 T
ρλ

, (1)

where α, ρ and λ are Seebeck coefficient, electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity,
respectively, parameters specific to connected materials which are assured under average
operation temperature point T. The presence of electrical resistivity causes Joule heat energy
dissipation on the inner resistance of the device and it requires MPPT algorithms usage
for this inescapable energy loss minimization. However, thermal conductivity λ existing
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between opposite sides of module ceramic plates strongly limits temperature distance
TH-TC available for a real device with small thickness of few millimeters typically. Heat
energy is transferred between converter sides and this results in temperature gradient
degradation. Theoretical efficiency of thermoelectric module is associated directly with the
Carnot principle and is formulated as [17,18]:

η =

(
1− TC

TH

) √
1 + ZT − 1

√
1 + ZT − TC

TH

, (2)

so electrical energy obtained strongly depends on thermal isolation achievable for assuring
possible temperature difference between thermoelement ceramic sides. Maximal efficiency
of currently available thermoelectric devices reaches about 15% which was obtained for a
module constructed from skutterudite materials operated at TH-TC = 200 ◦C temperature
gradient [12]. As may be concluded, relatively low efficiency and considerable production
cost of thermoelectric generator modules are still main bottlenecks [19,20]. It limits the
wide offer possibility of this kind of panel, but the situation described should change due to
intensive microtechnology [21] and new materials dominate research explorations [20–22],
i.e., similarly as was observed previously for PV panels. On the other side, the crucial pros of
thermoelectric modules are their durability and reliability guaranteed by thermal to electric
conversion without any movement of mechanical elements and possibility of electric energy
production in secluded places where application of another electricity source is impossible
(e.g., space equipment). Besides, low power thermo-electric conversion is possible just now,
i.e., with acceptable cost of TEG low-sized installation heated autonomically from thermal
energy often wasted in exothermic processes (e.g., to automotive sensors wireless supply).

Figure 1. Thermoelectric module structure.

3. Thermoelectric Panel with Evolutionary MPPT

As was pointed out in the previous section, the presence of internal resistances of
TE modules causes undesired energy loss during the conversion process. This Joule heat
dissipated on devices may be minimized by match optimization of electric load to source of
TE modules connected in series in local groups. For example in [13,14,23,24] the descriptions
of perturbation and observation, increment conductance, constant voltage and fractional
open-circuit voltage MPPT methods are presented. However, papers [25–28] propose
alternative MPPT techniques by means of artificial computational intelligence methods.

The solution proposed in this work is based on evolutionary computations, which
imitate natural processes of rivalry in population of individuals [29]. This optimization
methods may be used to solve many kinds of difficult tasks, and exemplary applications
are: analog electronic circuits testing and diagnosing with elements’ tolerance dispersion
presence [30,31] or image processing with pixel noise presence [32]. These referenced papers
propose the usage of different kinds of evolutionary algorithm (EA) but five common stages
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of evolutionary computations are: individuals (chromosomes or genotypes) quality (fitness)
determination, mating (reproducing) pool selection with assumed pressure, genetic material
(code created from alleles) recombination, random mutation and succession of offspring
generation. The fundamental issue of EA application to the considered task is adequate
designing of code structure of individuals and respective formulation of fitness function
and genetic operations. They should guarantee the desired speed of heuristic probing of
searching space. All the elements of EA application to MPPT mentioned here are described
in detail in the next subsection, however the idea of the proposed MPPs evolutionary
tracking in serially connected local strings of thermoelectric modules is illustrated in
Figure 2. This is an example panel which consists of four sections (N = 4) of modules
controlled individually and the proposed idea can be easily extended to larger installations.
Each local string consists of a dedicated DC/DC simple converter with regulated voltage
gain that makes it possible to track the optimal operational point of individual string of
TEGs. Control signals xc1(t), . . . , xcN(t) decide about conversion points of DC/DC block
in the dedicated section and they are square waveforms with duty cycles determined
evolutionarily to levels allowing harvest of the maximal electric power from specific string
of panel modules. These signals decide the voltage gains of particular boost converters and
allow to adapt them to the current conditions of system electric load and thermal profile
present on the panel. The evolutionary optimization proceeds among local devices and
this makes it possible to effectively investigate the optimal operating point of each group
and results in the total electric energy produced maximization. Besides, the proposed
multi-strings/multi-converters dispersed structure from Figure 2 assures relatively small
levels of electric currents of local low power boost converters and this should proceed with
higher total efficiency than for a single common converter processing the whole power of
the panel.

Figure 2. TE panel with the individual mini-converter in each section.

3.1. Evolutionary MPPT Algorithm Description

Steps of the evolutionary optimization are collected in an algorithm diagram presented
in Figure 3. This original solution is designed for the considered optimization task. In
particular, the proposed technique allows to simultaneously search for all control signals
duty factors of string sections of the thermovoltaic panel. Below, the details explaining
operations and population structure specific for MPPT evolutionary system are presented.
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Figure 3. The proposed MPPT evolutionary method diagram.

The proposed application of EA allows to effectively search for the vector D of N-th
most suitable coefficients d1, d2, . . . , dN of duty cycles for DC/DC converters of particular
TE strings:

D =
[

d1 d2 · · · dN
]
. (3)

The population of K-th chromosomes (individuals) consists of correction coefficients
vectors containing deviations of the currently operated D, which may assure the best
MPP matching:

P =


C1
C2
...

CK

 =


c11 c12 · · · c1N
c21 c22 · · · c2N

...
cK1 cI2 · · · cKN

 . (4)

Initially, after the first execution of the algorithm, all the operational points (3) of TE
panel are set up to the middle positions DMX/2 (50% of all the control signals xn(t) duty
cycles), i.e., defined by the assumed regulation resolution of DMX discrete decimal levels.
The quality of this preliminary operational point of the panel is determined. The fitness
value of the system is the sum of electric powers received from all the particular TE strings
for the vector D of the tested duty cycles dn:

Fit(D) = Vin1(d1)Iin1(d1) + Vin2(d2)Iin2(d2) + · · ·+ VinN(dN)IinN(dN), (5)

where Vinn and Iinn are voltage and current registered on the input port of the the n-th
DC/DC converter when dn of control signal xn(t) is established. The vector C of the best
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corrections coefficients applied during last iteration is zeroed during the begin stage of
the algorithm:

C =
[

c1 c2 · · · cN
]
= [0]. (6)

However, preliminary population P is initialized by I candidates selected randomly
from the allowed range 〈−CMX , . . . , 0, .., CMX〉 dedicated for each respective coefficient dn
correction, i.e., lying on the same position (n = 1, . . . , N) in chromosome D. The main loop
of evolutionary optimization starts and the new potential duty cycle levels are checked,
i.e., the ones obtained for the duty cycles (3) corrected with respective row vector coded in
population (4):

DC =


D
D
...

D

+


C1
C2
...

CK

 =


d11 d12 · · · d1N
d21 d22 · · · d2N

...
dK1 dK2 · · · dKN

. (7)

In the firmware implemented, the fitness marks assured by corrected duties (7) are
calculated among N-th regulation vectors individually for each TE section and full matrix
of electric power components is determined:

Fit(DC) =


Vin1(d11)Iin1(d11) Vin2(d12)Iin2(d12) · · · VinN(d1N)IinN(d1N)
Vin1(d21)Iin1(d21) Vin2(d22)Iin2(d22) · · · VinN(d2N)IinN(d2N)

...
Vin1(d11)Iin1(d11) Vin2(dK2)Iin2(dK2) · · · VinN(dKN)IinN(dKN )

 (8)

Next, the newly reached fitness levels, i.e., guaranteed after corrections coded in
chromosome genes are sums of all the respective rows components of matrix (8), as is
shown in (6). However, the best solution D found during the generation cycle is the one
defined by the highest N power components selected from particular columns of (8), i.e.,
one which assures the maximal value of total sum (MPP). The best corrections vector C
is updated by deviations detected as the most desired ones, i.e., assuring maximal total
progress of electric power sourced from TEs:

∀
k = 1, . . . , K ∃[Fit(dCkn) > Fit(dn)]→ [cn = ckn and dn = dCkn].
n = 1, . . . , N

(9)

This method of fitness determination is powerful, gives a very efficient sampling of
solution space by K × N tests points and affects with very high convergence the speed of
the algorithm.

The next steps of the evolutionary optimization algorithm are run with the mating pool
that is collected from chromosomes of the current population. Chromosomes reproduction
in the mating pool depends on their fitness levels; the ones evaluated better have a higher
chance to distribute genes code and inherit them by offspring individuals. This mechanism
imitates natural selection phenomena and causes reproduction pressure corelated with
the quality of candidates [29]. Genetic material is exchanged during crossover operation
executed on pairs from the parent pool and starts typically with relatively high probability
Pcr assumed for iteration. The last operation that has influence on children strings is the
mutation that randomly degrades selected genes with relatively small probability Pmu. A
detailed explanation of genetic operations mentioned here is placed in the next subsection.

After the K child chromosomes creation, the new offspring population is ready and this
succeeds the previous generation. The proposed algorithm main loop is closed and fitness
levels (6) are determined for the chromosomes newly obtained (corrected) and detailed
components for offspring genes are collected (8). The described cycle is repeated within the
infinite loop of implemented firmware, and due to selection pressure, chromosomes with
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the highest quality (i.e., coding the best duty cycles of PWM signals) dominate among next
generations and they define actual adjustments for MPP efficient tracking.

3.2. Genetic Operations

During the genetic material recombination process, better fitted individuals are pre-
ferred, so the reproduction (mating) pool is collected respectively to their qualities. Initially,
chromosomes are sorted, respectively, to achieved fitness values (represent power point
received) in descending order. This means that the one with currently the best phenotype is
the first one in this queue (obtains rank 1, i.e., the highest in the population), while the code
of the worst phenotype is ordered as the last one (i.e., with K rank, integer number equal
to population size). Next, the mating pool is completed randomly with success selection
when the below formula is fulfilled:[

Pmn + (1− Pmn)
K− r

K

]
> Rand(1), (10)

where Pmn is minimal probability assumed for selection (this parameter regulates selec-
tion pressure, gives chance to worse chromosomes to be recombined too, protects before
algorithm stagnation at local optimums) and r means the rank of a candidate.

After parental pool determination, the pairs of k1-th and k2-th chromosomes are
pointed randomly among them (k1, k2 = 1, . . . , K) and crossover procedure is started. The
proposed evolutionary system uses weighted sum to calculate resultant, recombined n-th
gene (n = 1, . . . , N) from the formula:

..
cn =

Fit(D + Ck1)

Fit(D + Ck1) + Fit(D + Ck2)
ck1n +

Fit(D + Ck2)

Fit(D + Ck1) + Fit(D + Ck2)
ck2n, (11)

where ck1n, ck2n are parental genes (decimal values coding n-th channel duty cycle correc-
tion), Fit(D + Ck1), Fit(D + Ck2) mean fitness values reached for respective parents (power
points (6) obtained after correction). This crossover scheme is executed on the selected
pairs with probability Pcr (the same copies are preserved otherwise) and the proposed
recombination scheme allows to inherit a significant part of leading chromosome genes
that is spreading to next generations.

Fully random degradation of genetic material is called mutation and for the proposed
system it is a simple replacing of genes pointed with small probability Pmu by a completely
new integer number uniformly chosen from the allowed range 〈−CMX , . . . , 0, .., CMX〉. The
goal of this operation is to make testing of solutions different from the dominating one
available and it is especially important e.g., when TE system load rapidly changes (MPP
should be searched on another part of solutions space).

Finally, after the described recombination steps, offspring chromosomes are ready to
proceed into the next generation. For the specific problem of MPPT, a special succession
technique is applied and this may be seen in Figure 3 diagram. The first eight chromosomes
of the newly created population are constructed from a subset of specialized individuals:

[P1, . . . , P8] = [C, C, C, 2C, 4C, 0,−1, 1], (12)

which are the last vector of the best corrections found and vectors created from the fourth,
half of them as well as the two and the four times of them. Additionally, there are the
zeroed vector and fully completed ones with decimal −1 or 1, and they assure previously
found power point preservation, minimal (one step) decreasing or increasing of duty
cycles, respectively. This solution gives a chance to efficiently test corrections of vector
D by currently the best vector C (elitist model) and makes possible its keeping or local
adjusting (i.e., down or up, with the system counter resolution maximal preciseness). The
evolutionary controlled MPPT algorithm explained was tested by means of simulation and
practical experiments described in the next two sections.
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4. Simulation Experiment

The proposed algorithm of evolutionary MPPT as well as standard, widely known,
called perturbation and observation (P&O) and incremental conductance (INC) meth-
ods [13,14,23,24] were implemented in a Matlab environment. These three techniques were
used to search for the optimal duty cycles of boost converter (Figure 4a) signals which
control MOSFET transistor switching (Figure 4b) in N = 10 boost converter sections with
MPP defined by different matching curves from Figure 4c. This example normalized func-
tions of load resistance Ro = 100 Ω power dissipated vs. duty cycle of switching signal
were established for internal resistances Ri selected from the range (10, 100)Ω. As it may
be noticed, the maximal point strongly depends on sourcing circuits parameters and it is
possible to track this optimum by means of duty cycle of switching signal regulation.

Figure 4. Simulation verification: (a) analyzed boost topology, (b) example signal controlling output
voltage, (c) normalized load power vs. transistor gate signal duty cycle matching curves.

The three completely different starting points were assumed for tests and are cross
denoted in Figure 4c (sets of start points 1, 2 and 3). The initial duty cycles assumed
for MPPT methods competing during tests are the same and are placed at: minimum,
medium and maximum for all the optimized control signals of boost converters (i.e., at
0.2%, 50% and 99% of duty cycles, respectively). The proposed locations of coefficients
of duty cycles start vector D allow to test the competitive algorithms convergence speed
from the initial points differently far from global optimum. Optimization was started
for DMX = 10,000 discrete levels that means resolution ∆d = 0.01% of duty cycle adjusting
preciseness, identical for all tested methods. Initial parameters assumed for evolutionary
system were: size of population K = 20 chromosomes; allowed maximal correction for one
iteration CMX = 1000; minimal chance for reproduction Pmn = 0.2; crossover and mutation
probabilities Pcr = 0.9 and Pmu = 0.2, respectively.

The computational effectiveness for the described tests is shown in Figure 5, where
the time quality progresses of the proposed evolutionary and classical approaches are
presented (time vs. the best phenotype normalized fitness values). For each considered
case, the proposed MPPT algorithm found the best solution up to tmx1 ≈ 30 ms, however
the P&O algorithm needs tmx1 ≈ 430 ms maximally and very similar time cost in the case
of INC approach (for the same tasks, on the same PC machine). This means about 14 times
faster convergence of the proposed evolutionary MPPT method.
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Figure 5. Convergence speed of the compared methods.

Besides, Figure 6 illustrates a normalized level of average fitness value spreading
among generations. As may be seen, the initial, poor levels of the phenotypes qualities
grow rapidly and stabilize after about 50 ms. This tendency proves high convergence
speed of the proposed algorithm that probes solution space in many points defined by
chromosome codes. It is worth noticing that when the best solution is found (i.e., after
tmx1 ≈ 30 ms), average quality of population varies a little, too. This means that MPP
is tracked (tested) still and in case of operational point of the TE system changes, the
newly located optimum will be searched and found again. This is the effect of generations
successions made in a specific way explained in Section 3.2 as well as genes mutations run
during the main infinite loop of the evolutionary algorithm. Finally, thanks to a very high
mean measure of electric power transferred to the system load, this system will assure very
good total effectiveness of thermal- to electric-energy conversion.

Figure 6. Average fitness into population progress curves.

5. Practical Experiment

The correctness of MPPT regulation by means of the described evolutionary method
was tested practically and the results from one string of 16 relatively low-cost TES1-24106
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modules (dimensioned as 40 × 40 × 2.8 mm) connected in series are presented in this sec-
tion. The electric diagram of boost converter used during this experiment is presented in Fig-
ure 7. A simple joule thief, a supercharged version of self-powered and self-oscillating boost
converter topology is chosen for local MPPT low power processing. This self-oscillating
circuit is cheap for realization, assures start for a low supply voltage [33–35] and after a
small modification may be useful for the sectional optimal power point tracking by NMOS
M1 PWM switching signal respective adjusting. An evolutionary system was implemented
to STM32L476 firmware and the complete laboratory test station assembled is shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 7. Electric diagram with simple boost converter dedicated to each TE string.

Figure 8. The laboratory test station of TE panel with passive cooling.
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The 16 TES1-24106 modules are placed in four rows between a heating plate and
aluminum radiator that assures passive cooling of the TE panel low temperature side by
means of surrounding air convection. This cooling method is not quite effective, but any
power supply and additional mechanical, moving components are not needed there. Silicon
thermo paste is applied on both ceramic sides of each TE devices and together with heating
surface they are pressed mechanically to the radiator by means of a few springs and bottom
rigid plate screwed on. Additionally, on the hot side there is thermo-isolation rock wool
layer reducing undesired energy dissipation to the air. The matching power curve obtained
for the constructed TE panel is presented in Figure 9.

Figure 9. The power matching curve measured for the tested TE panel underside.

The above curve presents the relationship between output power Po delivered and
load resistance Ro for temperature difference TH-TC ≈ 5 ◦C and 40 ◦C on the hot side.
As it may be noticed, for the assumed temperature point, the match resistance is about
RMPPT = 120 Ω and the microcontroller should operate with PWM signal assuring the
operation of energies converting possibly close to this optimal load level.

Low power boost converter and TE modules string output current-voltage measure-
ment block are presented in Figure 8 on the right side of the panel and they are connected to
the evaluation board equipped with ultra-low power ARM microcontroller family STM32L4
that accepts a wide range of 1.71–3.6 V of voltage supply and consumes just 100 µA/MHz
during run mode. The STM32L476 chip has the three embedded 12 bits A/D converters
and offers up to the seven internal counters that allows it to generate PWM signals on
output terminals (more than 20 independent channels available for the N = 20 TE strings
individual controlling).

The tested evolutionary method was implemented to microcontroller and run with
system clock fCLK = 48 MHz, ADC sampling frequency fS ≈ 50 kHz and DMX = 16,000
discrete levels available for duty cycle settings. The optimized square signal generated
by counter TIM1 had a frequency of fPWM = 3kHz with impulses durations evolutionarily
determined in the way described in Section 3. Evolutionary computations were started for
initial parameters: population size K = 20; one controlled channel N = 1; maximal steps of
one iteration CMX = 1000; and genetic operations probabilities Pmn = 0.2, Pcr = 0.9, Pmu = 0.2,
respectively. The evolutionary MPPT results may be observed in Figure 10. There are
records of measurements of the temperatures: on the hot side TH, the cold side TC and their
difference value ∆T as well as voltage on boost converter output with the evolutionary
MPPT optimization up to 1 min (xc1(t) PWM regulated) and without it after this time
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(xc1(t) zeroed, continuous oscillations of converter). These measurements are achieved for
a steady state of thermal transfer in the tested TE system. The temperatures on the hot and
cold sides of TE devices have relatively low variations and they fluctuate in narrow ranges
(67 ◦C, 72 ◦C) and (56 ◦C, 59 ◦C) approximately. The mean value of temperature difference
∆T is close to 12 ◦C.

Figure 10. The temperatures and DC/DC converter output voltage curves up to minute obtained
with MPPT stopped after 1 min for loads: (a) Ro = 50 Ω, (b) Ro = 100 Ω, (c) Ro = 200 Ω, (d) Ro = 500 Ω.

The measurements (a), . . . , (d) of the above sets of figures were obtained for the
resistive loads Ro = 50 Ω, Ro = 100 Ω, Ro = 200 Ω, Ro = 500 Ω, respectively. As was expected,
the load voltage Uout is higher when MPP is tracked evolutionarily (i.e., for the first 1 min
of this experiment). This procedure allows to maximize the TE panel total efficiency and
the MPP may be investigated precisely in individual string sections by means of single
low power microcontroller system and effective tracking algorithm. It is worth noticing in
Figure 10 that the temperatures difference ∆T (approximated curve) decreases when MPPT
algorithm is disabled (i.e., always after 1 min from beginning the experiment). This specific
effect proved conversion efficiency improvement assured by the proposed algorithm, i.e.,
Joule heat energy lost on the inner resistance of TE is higher for non-optimized stages and
this causes TH-TC gradient degradation. Besides, an evolutionary searching is active all the
time and results in local deviations of resultant voltage Uout, however its average level is
near to the optimal one. This local probing of MPP search space (duty cycles regulations in
the area defined by CMX) guarantees improved local tracking as well as expected reactions
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in case of load points changes. In effect, the optimal thermal to electric energy operational
point of transformation is rapidly corrected if necessary.

The electrical powers achieved for evolutionarily optimized MPP as well as the ones
for boost continuous conversion are collected in Table 1. The experiment results prove that
the proposed MPPT algorithm assures significant minimization of loss of energy dissipated
on the internal parasitic resistances of thermoelements. For the two out of four cases
considered here, the power produced after optimization (the PWM control activated) is
twice higher than without it (i.e., for converter continuous oscillations). Of course, the
range of optimal point tracking is limited by performances of simple boost converter
used and for Ro = 500 Ω the power produced progress is close to 25%. However, the
final range of effective MPTT regulation seems to be still acceptable for the proposed low
cost solution and this allows to save the significant part of energy inputted to process. It
has to be emphasized that energetic yield which occurred by the proposed evolutionary
optimization should be even bigger for numerous sections of the thermovoltaic panel with
strings managed by individual DC/DC converters. This is the key feature that makes it
possible to operate properly for temperature profile of particular TE devices and it may be
promising for systems with TEG converters constructed as a stack of devices (multistage
module) to improve the coefficient of performance [36] or for the other ones when thermal
flux has a tendency towards variations caused by specific exothermic source or when
temperature decomposition is non-uniform.

Table 1. The average levels of voltages and load powers comparison.

Load Resistance
Ro [Ω]

With Evolutionary MPPT Without
MPPT Electric Power

Generated
Enhancement 1

η [%]

Average Load
Voltage
Uout [V]

Average Power
Generated
Po [mW]

Average Load
Voltage
Uout [V]

Average Power
Generated
Po [mW]

50 1.87 69.94 1.26 31.75 120.28
100 2.90 84.1 1.88 35.34 137.97
200 3.58 64.08 2.60 33.08 93.71
500 4.11 33.78 3.66 26.79 26.10

1 Relative increase in electric power obtained.

Figure 11 shows oscillograms of collector voltage of transistor T1 from boost converter
(Figure 7) and PWM control signal measured for self-oscillating circuit: without control
(with recording time base 40 µs) as well as for PWMs determined for cases Ro = 100 Ω,
Ro = 200 Ω and Ro = 500 Ω (with time base 200 µs). As may be interpreted, the local boost
converter oscillations frequency is near to 60 kHz and mainly this is defined by the used
transformer inductances. The boost converter oscillator wakes up for input voltage near to
minimal polarization level 0.7V of semiconductor junction and the non-isolated version of
applied topology assures that electric current generated below this threshold is transferred
to load, too (i.e., after forward polarization of output Schottky diode). For measurement
form Figure 11a, the control signal xc1(t) is on low state all the time and this means M1
transistor switch-off and permanent oscillations. The next three oscillograms illustrate the
properness regulation of PWM waveform. As was expected, for the Ro close to the optimal
RMPPT point this square signal has minimal coefficient of duty cycle and proportionally
larger ones for the next two operational points. This regulation tendency is correct and
proves the capability of MPP tracking, especially for loads with resistances above the
currently optimal one, i.e., when voltage boost operation was successfully applied to MPP
correction purpose.
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Figure 11. The DC/DC converter voltage oscillograms measured on collector of switching transistor
and on gate of control transistor for PWM signal: (a) disabled, (b) for Ro = 100 Ω, (c) Ro = 200 Ω,
(d) Ro = 500 Ω.

The last Figure 12 allows the evaluation of the general usefulness of used TES1-24106
modules for the energy transformation process. They present unsteady state of temperature
decomposition between ceramic sides of the device so that gradient ∆T reached about
twice that established during the previous experiment. The measurements presented are
observed for load Ro = 50 Ω and for point reached after 100 s voltage Uout = 3.83 V was
measured, which doubled the level of the respective one from Table 1. This result confirms
the linear relationship between TE terminals voltage and temperatures plates difference.
The output power reached for ∆T ≈ 24 ◦C is equal to Po = 293.38 mW that may be N-th
time multiplied in sectional panel from Figure 7.

Figure 12. The temperatures and DC/DC converter output voltage curves recorded during 100 s of
thermic unsteady state for resistive load Ro = 50 Ω.
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This generated energy level is enough for the local oscillator and ultra-low power
microcontroller (less than of power 25 mW consumption during run, full processing state
of the used device STM32L4) supplying during the TE panel remote, MPPT self-regulated
operation. The constructed panel may be easily extended up to N = 20 strings controlled
individually from one microcontroller, so for beneficial thermal conditions its power supply
takes only a small margin of electric energy generated. As was mentioned, non-isolated
topology of applied simple DC/DC converter (Figure 7) allows to transfer low electric
power to load even below oscillation threshold too, i.e., under undesired temperature condi-
tions and this circuit assures autonomous start of boost operation just after respective power
occurrence. Additionally, evolutionary management of electric energy generated [37,38]
may be considered for the future enhancement of panel too, and this should be very helpful
to optimize power supplying distribution between the active cooling system and output
load. The implementation of this modification to evolutionary optimization system is
reasonable and could additionally increase the efficiency of electric energy harvesting.

6. Conclusions

This work describes an evolutionary MPPT method dedicated to the thermoelectric
panel of multi-string sections of low voltage devices connected in series. The simple boost,
self-oscillating converters are dedicated to the specific sections, have outputs configured
in parallel, and they are controlled by a common central unit equipped with ultra-low
power microcontroller. Firstly, details of the proposed evolutionary MPPT regulation
technique were explained and it was compared to the popular P&O and INC ones. The
results obtained confirm that the proposed solution allows to track optimal operational
power point of TE strings much faster than the referenced ones. Convergence speed of
the designed algorithm was proved by means of simulations made for ten Thevenin, two-
connector equivalent circuits which model different individual internal parasitic resistances
present in real thermoelements. Matching was assured by a boost converters PWM signals
optimization. Secondly, the practical experiment effects are presented, for which the
panel with the string of sixteen thermoelements passively cooled is tested. The proposed
MPPT evolutionary method was implemented to the ultra-low power ARM microcontroller
and used for the optimization of the thermal to electric transformation process. The
measurements obtained for different representative resistive loads proved the usefulness of
the evolutionary optimizations. Future studies on the proposed solution are desirable and,
for example, a low power active cooling dedicated method may be applied to improve the
efficiency of electric energy generating process.
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